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5WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY4 INTRODUCTION

In the following sections, we outline recommendations for creating 
a similar consortium. These recommendations are based on our 
experience, lessons learned and knowledge gained. Following this 
introduction, which provides background and orienting information, 
we describe our process in five modules that begin with organization 
and end with implementation. These modules are a way of structuring 
the information provided and are not necessarily serial in execution, 
given overlapping steps among them.

We are writing this playbook to describe how to launch an early 
childhood education consortium. Some steps described may differ 
depending on whether you are initiating a new consortium or 
expanding an existing group. We attempt to note differences in steps 
to take, depending on which best describes your situation. 

Over the past seven years, our team 
has served as the leader of a university- 
anchored but neighborhood-based 
consortium of early childhood centers 
and community partners in Detroit.
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Excellent early childhood care and education require 
an organized system to support high-quality early 
childhood centers that prepare young children to 
learn, include professional development for center 
leadership and staff, and integrate engagement for 
parents that supports the entire family. Program 
quality, essential for school readiness, is tied to a 
stable and qualified work force; however, post- 
employment training, which is critical in connecting 
work force stability, educator competence and 
overall program quality, is often difficult to access, 
especially in poor urban or remote rural areas 
where training may be most needed. Barriers occur 
either because of access itself (e.g., absence of local 
availability, infrequent scheduling or inadequate 
support from employers) or because the training 
that is available is of poor quality (e.g., doesn’t link 
training to practice, is not customized to the needs 
of participants or provides no follow-up support). 

Our consortium was created to address these issues 
by providing peer-supported professional 
development opportunities to network, collaborate, 
and participate in coaching, workshops and 
conferences. Our focus has been center directors, 
although opportunities for development and 
training extend to teachers, community partners 
and parents. The emphasis on center directors 
was chosen because although directors play an 
instrumental role in helping education professionals 
strengthen their core competencies, fewer 
professional development opportunities are available 
to them. Also, directors are more likely to remain 
in their positions than teachers, who tend to have 
higher turnover.

Rationale for creating 
an early childhood consortium

who we are
We began as the Woodward Corridor 
Early Childhood Consortium and now 
hope to expand to include new 
neighborhoods. In recognition of this goal 
we renamed ourselves the Early 
Childhood Consortium and expect to 
include "chapter" subgroups designated 
by neighborhood.

The Consortium is jointly facilitated by the 
Merrill Palmer Skillman Institute (MPSI) and 
the College of Education at Wayne State 
University. Each unit houses an Early 
Childhood Center, which are both 
members of the Consortium and NAEYC 
(National Association for the Education of 
Young Children) accredited, two of only 
five in Detroit. The Wayne State programs 
are also two of only seven Detroit centers 
that have received a Quality Rating and 
Improvement System (QRIS) 5-star rating. 
These university-based centers play an 
important role in the Consortium as 
demonstration sites for best practices in 
early childhood education. Affiliation with 
a major university anchors the Consortium 
and engenders trust in the credibility of 
Consortium activities among members in 
the group.

The Consortium is facilitated by the 
Leadership Team, which is composed of 
five members: the Executive Director of the 
two campus early childhood centers and 
lecturer in the College of Education, the 
director of the Healthier Urban Families 
Outreach 

Program at MPSI, two university professors 
whose research expertise includes early 
childhood development, and the 
administrative assistant. The outreach director 
also serves as a center director coach, 
specializing in staff and parent development, 
and is joined by a second coach who 
focuses on curriculum development. 
The university faculty members serve as an 
evaluation and website development team. 
A part-time research assistant also helps with 
the Consortium.

When initially launched in 2011, the 
Consortium included 13 early childhood 
centers in Downtown, Midtown and North 
End Detroit neighborhoods. With support 
from The Kresge Foundation, First Children’s 
Finance, the PNC Foundation, and Midtown 
Detroit Inc., the Woodward Corridor Early 
Childhood Consortium grew to 18 
community partners and 21 early childhood 
centers licensed to serve more than 1,500 
children. During the last five years the 
Consortium has built a roster of 
networking, mentoring and professional 
development activities for administrators, 
staff, teachers, parents and community 
organization partners. 

Program quality, 
essential for 
school readiness, 
is tied to a stable 
and qualified 
work force.
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The Consortium model embraces a Community of 
Practice approach to early childhood development and 
school readiness by bringing together fragmented 
resources for early childhood care providers, teachers, 
families and community organizations that create 
neighborhood systems of support for young children in 
Detroit. Communities of Practice (CoP) can be defined 
as a process for social learning in which people and 
organizations with common interests collaborate over 
time to share ideas and strategies, gain knowledge, find 

Consortium member activities are either collective 
or customized. There are three collective activities 
that are Consortium-wide:  (1) monthly meetings, (2) a 
professional development workshop and (3) an annual 
conference. The monthly meetings bring together the 
directors, the community partners and the Leadership 
Team to develop and review Consortium offerings, 
discuss new initiatives, and share information on programs 
and resources. The half-day professional development 
workshop is held for directors and community partners, 
and topics are chosen by Consortium members. The 
conference includes teachers and staff from all center 
members. A keynote speaker presents at each 
conference, and participants choose two workshops 
to attend. No fees are charged for the workshop or 

solutions and build innovations (Wenger, 1998).  
Neighborhood-based CoP early childhood networks 
like the Early Childhood Consortium demonstrate 
how such a system can promote cooperation and 
collaboration among disparate entities and effect 
positive outcomes for the health and well-being of 
children and families living in distressed areas. The 
Consortium began in recognition of a gap in a systems 
approach to professional development for Detroit’s 
early childhood work force. 

the conference. The Consortium also includes two 
customized offerings: (1) a coaching program for up to 
four member centers at any point in time (resources to 
support the program dictate the number of participants) 
and (2) on-site professional development trainings. More 
information about each of these activities is included 
within the Playbook modules.

We adopted a calendar that reflects the academic year. 
(See next page). Any schedule can be used, but it is 
important that it be consistent as much as possible 
from year to year. Consistency is critical to allow 
members to incorporate Consortium activities into 
their work schedules.

the consortium 
model

consortium 
activities

September
First monthly meeting of 
the year. Each monthly 
meeting of the entire 

Consortium is preceded by 
a Leadership Team meeting 

early in the month.

October November

Annual 
conference

Monthly 
meeting

Monthly 
meeting

Monthly 
meeting

Monthly 
meeting

Monthly 
meeting

Professional 
development 

workshop

Last monthly 
meeting of 

the year

Conference 
planning committee 

meeting

Leadership Team 
plans upcoming 
year’s activities

December January February

March April May

June July-August



5
Detroit and cities across the nation face significant challenges in providing excellent early 
childhood programming and pre-K education that boost kindergarten readiness, academic 
success and quality life outcomes. Not only is high-quality early childhood programming 
an anchor for individual lifetime success, it also underpins community and economic 
development by preparing America’s next generation of workers and leaders.

This approach supports neighborhood-based early childhood centers and community organizations; 
integrates disparate neighborhood resources; and disseminates best practices, knowledge and services 
through a single collaborative to support excellence. The Consortium’s Community of Practice 
strategy has demonstrated the power of networking and network-based professional development, 
mentoring and shared resources to achieve positive outcomes. 

Enhanced function as a collaborative system

Increased professional culture and cohesion 

Increased pride and respect for the profession 

Shared knowledge and competencies

Improved professional learning and practice

Expanded leadership and staff/teacher connections within and between centers 

Strengthened community connections

Increased parent engagement programming

The Consortium model emphasizes

Positive impacts of member participation include:

2 3

4

Benefits of the 
Consortium

Directed 
networking

Center-need 
coaching and 
professional 
development

Parent 
engagement

Community 
partner- 
provider 
connections 

A whole-child 
systems 
perspective 

1
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A number of values guide our work, and 
aligning our actions with these values 
is essential to our success. Each value 
reflects a commitment to collaboration, 
reciprocity and respect, and adherence 
to these values has led to authenticity in 
our interactions within the Consortium.

This phrase is both figurative and literal. First, to promote 
trust, which is the foundation for success, we appraise 
current member attributes (i.e., skills, needs and goals) 
and then design a personalized approach to learning, 
development and resource acquisition that builds on 
these attributes. Second, we offer some services on-site, 
not only because the greatest barrier to staff training 
access is ability to leave the center, but also because 
meeting with members on their home “turf” reduces 
potential perceptions of power inequities inherent 
in “expert” and “learner” status.  As a result, trust in the 
viability of our approach is increased for the center 
directors and provides us more information on the 
strengths and challenges of each center, because directors 
are more open with us. This greater willingness to trust 
leads to a greater willingness to adopt the best practices 
for early childhood education that we promote. Our 
process is dynamic, and our goal is to be responsive and 
flexible in meeting the changing needs and goals of 
member centers.

All members of the Consortium have knowledge to 
share and opportunities to learn, including the 
Leadership Team. As members of this team we 
facilitate Consortium activities and meetings. However, 
we act in accordance with the belief that our role does 
not privilege our knowledge. We have as much to learn 
from other members as they do from us. Inclusion 
of a center director or community partner on the 
Leadership Team is a way to signal this value and engage 
in leadership sharing.

For all Consortium events (i.e., monthly meetings, 
professional development workshop, conference, 
website, strategic planning, continuous improvement), 
we ask for feedback or include members in initial 
planning. Activities are then organized in response to 
this feedback. We also communicate how we have 
incorporated their ideas and suggestions into the work 
of the Consortium.  It is critical that members know 
through our actions that we value their input and are 
responsive to their contributions. 

Little undermines trust faster than the inability to follow 
through on commitments.  When despite best efforts, 
stated objectives or intentions are impossible to achieve, 
it is critical to be honest and transparent.

In order to serve diverse communities, different 
perspectives and needs of centers, community partners 
and the families they serve must be honored and 
incorporated into all activities.  

To ensure that Consortium activities are of the highest 
quality possible, we assess and evaluate meetings, the 
professional development workshop, the conference 
and the website. In addition, we interview and/or 
conduct focus groups with Consortium members from 
time to time to collect information on what is working 
and what needs to be improved. You can’t expect 
members to change their practices if you, as members 
of the Leadership Team, aren’t willing to as well.

Consortium 
Values

Meet members where they are.

THESE VALUES INCLUDE:

We are all teachers and learners.

Ask for feedback from members 
and incorporate their feedback into 
activities in visible ways.

Always consider capacity 
to deliver on promises.

Culturally responsive 
activities are essential.

Make a commitment to 
continuous improvement.

13WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY12 introduction



First, funding or in-kind contributions are needed to support
the monthly meetings, professional development workshop, 
annual conference, coaching (and related incentives for 
center participation in coaching), website development and 
maintenance, evaluations and Leadership Team time. 

Second, model early childhood centers need to be included
in the Consortium as anchors, ideally affiliated with a university 
and/or accredited nationally to serve as demonstration and best 
practices dissemination sites.  

Third, the Leadership Team needs to be interdisciplinary to
ensure that all facets of early childhood care and education are 
considered and addressed.  

Fourth, community partners must be included along with
center directors in order to promote effective connections to 
resources and so that community programs can be responsive to 
the ever-changing needs of families and communities.  

Fifth, a highly capable administrative assistant is essential.

Several Consortium elements have been essential for our success. 

Lessons learned 
from the consortium

consortium 
building blocks

Incorporating center director and community partner ideas into 
determining actions for the Consortium is key to its success. Valuing 
member contributions improves the quality of the Consortium and makes 
member participation more visible in shaping its direction.

Consortium centers and community partners value how 
the Leadership Team responds to their needs, connects them to 
resources and services, and seeks out resources to support their work.

Multiple methods of engagement are needed: meetings, 
conferences/workshops/professional development, website, emails, listserv. 

The annual conference is a valuable professional development 
opportunity for center directors, teachers and assistant teachers. 
Directors depend on it as part of their professional development plan 
for staff, and appreciate that it is a free event. The conference helps 
build a sense of community and belonging to the Consortium. 

Professional development that is focused on center directors and 
community partners provides needed support for them in their 
leadership roles. Usually professional development targets teachers and 
assistant teachers. There are few professional development offerings for 
individuals in leadership roles in early childhood education. 

Members value monthly consortium meetings. Even if it might be 
challenging for center directors to find time away from their centers 
to attend, they appreciate being part of what the CoP literature refers 
to as a public space. Developing a website and other technologies can 
provide members with additional communication tools to augment 
face-to-face meetings.

15WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY14 introduction
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Coaching/Mentoring Program for Excellence and Quality Improvement

In order to be successful, there needs to be buy-in from the center director, staff and 
parents and a readiness for change.

To be most effective, coaching activities must be conducted on-site at the center, 
although face-to-face meetings can be supplemented by technology-enabled meetings 
(e.g., Skype, Zoom, Go to Meeting, etc).

The coach establishes the goals and an implementation plan based on director-defined 
goals and needs.

Characteristics of children can drive director needs.

Parent Engagement 

In order to be effective it is important to embrace the value of “meeting them where 
they are.” 

Programs should be based on the teachers-as-learners model with the goal of center 
and parents working together to determine needs and set goals.

Programs should incorporate feedback from center staff and parents with the 
understanding that parents are more likely to be engaged if information presented is 
meaningful to them.

Programs may be more favorably received by the parents if generated or offered by the 
center, rather than a third party.

The reflective process is an important component of this work, including brainstorming/
discussion (Consortium members and Leadership Team), feedback (Consortium members), 
consideration (Consortium members and Leadership Team), and decision-making concerning 
next steps (Leadership Team and Consortium members).

The types of community partners that should be included in a consortium are 
those who can provide services that are aligned with consortium goals and the needs 
of the center members. It is important to target recruitment of community partners to 
support the needs of the centers.

Center directors and their staff are often overwhelmed by the professional demands 
of operating in a resource-limited environment.  As a result, the day-to-day capacity to 
integrate Consortium services into the life of a center is often slower than anticipated. 

Playbook 
Modules

Information used to develop the Playbook included Leadership Team interviews, emails and calendars; 
member focus group transcripts; monthly meeting minutes; coaching reports; conference materials (i.e., 
planning committee notes, programs, conference evaluations); and grant progress reports. Information 
was organized into a Consortium Dropbox folder where all minutes, interviews, important emails and 
other pertinent documents were kept. 

The playbook model selected for this project, called 
“Neighborhood Planning Phases Playbook,” was created by 
the New York City Department of Housing Preservation & 
Development to support Mayor de Blasio’s 2014 mandate 
Housing New York: A Ten-Year, Five-Borough Plan.

Reference: http://www1.nyc.gov/site/hpd/community/
nyc-neighborhood-planning-playbook.page

The Playbook has five phases: 

Organize

Learn

Create

Finalize

Implement

sources of information 
for the playbook



Formulate a Cohesive Plan and 
Schedule for Launching a Consortium

Identify key stakeholders and 
determine Consortium member 
criteria for recruitment

objective

(3 to 5 months)

MODULE 1:

Geographical boundaries
Choose area(s) recognized as a neighborhood by residents, city planners, 
economic and/or business leaders, or characterized by recent investments 
from foundations (and other funders), economic development bodies, or 
federal, state or local government. Ideally the neighborhood is anchored by a 
major employer or education, health or service organization that can contribute 
to the Consortium Leadership Team or serve as a significant community 
partner. Define the area in terms of streets, zip codes or some other critical 
feature to use in communications, both internal and external to the 
Consortium. We partnered with local foundations to define the boundaries 
of the Consortium.

Center characteristics
Determine types of centers to be included in the Consortium. We chose 
licensed community-based programs that encompassed centers privately 
owned, corporate, agency-sponsored, Head Start, chartered, university-based 
or that offered state-funded preschool programs for 4-year-olds (i.e., Great 
Start Readiness Program in Michigan). We specifically excluded home-based, 
non-licensed or public school programs. The reasons for these exclusions 
varied: home-based program providers are difficult to identify, and there 
are multiple barriers to participation in professional development activities. 
Non-licensed programs are highly variable in quality and do not participate in 
state-sponsored rating systems. Public school programs already have multiple 
supports in place to promote quality improvement.

In defining member criteria, consider the number of programs there is capacity 
to serve, ability of the center to participate in ongoing activities, and the 
capacity of the center to integrate Consortium services into the day-to-day 
operations of the center.

Community partners
We included agencies dedicated to human, economic and community 
development; foundations; local branches of national charities (e.g., United 
Way); and coalitions to promote educational excellence. The key characteristics 
of a successful community partner are services that support the needs of the 
centers, organization representatives who are able to commit themselves 
to consistent participation, and willingness to meet with center directors to 
arrange services and resources.

A

B

C
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Website 
development

Develop materials to provide during initial 
recruitment visits with center directors. Materials 
will provide information concerning the benefits 
of the Consortium and how the Consortium will 
meet the needs of the center directors.

The previous year’s Woodward Corridor Early Childhood Consortium conference brochure was included 
in the folder, so directors could have an idea of the scope and quality of the conference. The folder 
also contained the demographic information survey for the director to fill out. Along with that 
information, recruiters provided directors with various resources, including a list of books and articles: 
Michigan Department of Education’s two files, “Michigan Core Knowledge and Core Competencies for 
the Early Care and Education Workforce,” as well as “Michigan’s Early Childhood Standards of Quality for 
Infant and Toddler Programs” and “Michigan’s Early Childhood Standards of Quality for Prekindergarten.” 
Also included was the following article from The National Association for Education of Young Children 
(NAEYC) – “Building Bridges to Understanding in a Preschool Classroom: A Morning in the Block Center,” 
(March 2015, naeyc.org). Recruiters brought copies of these materials for use by center directors in 
order to highlight some of the resources the Consortium could provide. Additionally, a Consortium 
brochure, one-page handout and URL for the Consortium website were provided so that directors could 
familiarize themselves with what events the Consortium offers members. 

A Woodward Corridor Early Childhood Consortium brochure was drafted for marketing and included 
the logo created and reviewed by the research team. The goal of the brochure was to be an easy-to-
read guide to key information about the program in a visually appealing format. The brochure included 
contact information and the URL for the Consortium website. Cost estimates for brochure creation 
were gathered from various companies, and an initial version of the brochure was created to present 
at a meeting and obtain feedback from the Leadership Team. Photos of Consortium activities such as 
the conference were included, and all photos were selected to accurately reflect the diversity present 
in the target communities. The slogan “Building Futures, Changing Lives” was developed during a 
Leadership Team meeting and added to the finalized version of the brochure.

Prepare a folder with handouts for the center directors 
during the initial recruitment meeting

Brochure

Idea development
In our existing Consortium, 96 percent of members reported they would use a Consortium website 
to access resources and information. In order to develop the website, we were able to draw on input 
and feedback from our current members during our monthly meetings. If you are launching a new 
Consortium, then you will either need to depend on the Leadership Team or an ad hoc advisory group 
to develop this information.  

Based on the input we received, we decided to create separate sections of the website for directors, 
community partners, teachers and parents to provide unique resources for each target audience (see 
Appendix D). Content for center directors, community partners and teachers was password protected 
to promote privacy of the information discussed at meetings and trainings. There was also discussion 
of adding a “chat forum” page, but because someone would be responsible for ensuring that the 
page and discussions didn’t include false information or information that did not reflect best practices, 
this suggestion was not pursued.

Resources
Consortium members provided suggestions for the resources that should initially populate the 
website. We further planned to revise the content based on input from new members in the  
Consortium. Resources on pages for directors and community partners included government websites, 
local child care center activities, job boards and upcoming events. For teachers, resources included 
information on teaching excellence, CPR training, how to better communicate with parents and how 
to participate in teacher forums. Sections of theses webpages were also devoted to archiving materials 
shared at Consortium events (e.g., conference presenters’ PowerPoint presentations). For parents, 
resources included referrals to affordable health care practitioners, places to obtain needed diapers (e.g., 
Diapers for the D), effective parenting practices and ways to communicate with other parents. There 
are many local services available that are emphasized on the website. One key parent resource we 
chose to include is the 5-a-Day Parenting Program (www.5adayparenting.org), developed by members of 
the existing Consortium Leadership Team.

Design
Design was a particularly important matter to focus on during website development. Our team did 
not include members with professional website building skills, so we relied on a user-friendly website 
development application that allows laypeople to create a high-quality website for a small (i.e., 
<$500) annual publication fee. (Squarespace.com and Wix.com are just two examples.) We chose Wix 
because we liked the layout look options offered and because the content updating process is simple. 
Through Wix, we purchased a domain name (i.e., www.WSUecconsortium.org), which was linked to the 
newly created website. The goal was to make the website aesthetically pleasing, while informative and 
representative of the members included in the Consortium. Research assistants on the project 
developed and maintain the appearance of the website. New resources are added as they arise (e.g., 
after each Consortium meeting, resources shared during the meeting are added to the website). 

A

A

B

B
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A handout was developed to highlight the primary benefits of Consortium membership. The handout 
was created by the Leadership Team, reviewed by other project personnel, and discussed with 
current Consortium members. There were four parts: a description of what the Consortium does, the 
Consortium’s goals, Consortium activities, and the benefits of being a member of the Consortium. 
Contact information was also included on the page for the director’s reference. 

Handout Content: 
EARLY CHILDHOOD CONSORTIUM: BUILDING FUTURES, CHANGING LIVES
www.wsuecconsortium.org

Detroit’s neighborhood-based early childhood centers boost kindergarten readiness and give children 
a foundation for lifetime success. The Early Childhood Consortium will strengthen individual and 
collective capacities to advance early childhood education and support the aspirations of both 
neighborhood centers and families. The Consortium will create a strong network of center directors 
from early childhood centers in the neighborhood, representatives from community partners, and 
Wayne State University faculty from the College of Education and the Merrill Palmer Skillman Institute. 
The Consortium will be based on the success of the Woodward Corridor Early Childhood Consortium, 
which was established in 2011. 

Consortium Goals 
The consortium embraces a community approach to support early childhood providers and 
community partners by creating a neighborhood-wide system of collaboration. The goals of the 
Consortium are to expand and improve: 

Professional development of early childhood center directors, teachers, and support staff
Implementation of best practices in early childhood education
Parent engagement and education programs
Collaborative relationships among consortium members

Consortium Activities 
At no cost to centers or families, the Consortium offers:

Monthly meetings with center directors, community partners, and WSU faculty
Annual conference for center directors, teachers, support staff, and community partners
Annual center director and community partner in-service
On-site coaching and mentoring
Parent engagement and education programs

Benefits of Membership
New leadership opportunities for center directors
New staff connections within and between centers
Shared knowledge through professional learning and practice
Sharing of information and resources at monthly meetings and on Consortium website
Increased parent engagement
Support in completing the QRIS process and achieving QRIS quality improvement plans
Support with NAEYC accreditation process
Support in achieving self-identified program goals through coaching and mentoring

A one-page handout was created for distribution to 
potential center director members (see Appendix C)

C

Arrange meetings with center directors 
in the target neighborhood

If you are expanding an existing consortium, ask for suggestions on how to approach new 
centers from a center director in the current consortium who is familiar with centers in the 
new neighborhood. If you are developing a new consortium, seek suggestions from a 
center director you know well who may or may not be familiar with the centers in the target 
neighborhood. Our contact suggested face-to-face conversations and helped identify 
Consortium benefits she found attractive. These benefits are identified in the Introduction.

Phone calls to set up face-to-face appointments were made in an attempt to help center 
directors feel more comfortable with the recruitment meeting. The caller’s affiliation with 
a respected university within the city and leadership of an established consortium helped 
to promote interest in the conversation by the recipient. If initial calls were not returned, 
the administrative assistant searched for information on centers and their directors on 
websites (including Facebook and LinkedIn) and made follow-up phone calls. Only as a last 
resort, if no other method of communication was successful, did Consortium recruiters go 
to the center without prior contact with a target center. Despite multiple contacts, some 
directors could still not be reached and were not considered further for Consortium 
membership. One or two directors also indicated that they were not interested in participating 
at the current time.

Gather contact information for new centers/directors
To expand or start a Consortium it is important to gather center contact information for 
the target neighborhood by searching the relevant zip code(s) on the Great Start to 
Quality website, www.greatstarttoquality.org. Great Start to Quality is the State of 
Michigan's Quality Rating and Improvement System (QRIS) to measure the quality of early 
childhood programs and providers. Each state has a comparable program. From this site 
you can generate a list of all licensed centers and identify contact information for 
programs that meet our criteria as described under 1b or your own. The zip codes for the 
original Woodward Corridor members were determined by identifying neighborhoods in 
and around the university.

Information can be collected in a variety of ways, 
but we recommend face-to-face conversations 

A

B
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Identify center profile information 
you wish to collect during the initial 
visit. To learn more about each 
individual center and to guide when 
and where to hold focus groups for 
further exploration of key issues 
(see Module 2, Item 1b), we created 
the following list.

Name of Center:

Name of Center Director:

Name of Consortium Representative:

Ages of Children Served:

Number of Classrooms:

Number of Lead Teachers:

Number of Associate/Assistant Teachers:

Number of Caregivers:

Number of Other Staff/Support Staff (identify roles):

Number of Children Licensed For:

Number of Children Enrolled: 

Program Type:

Curriculum Model:

QRIS:

Focus Group Participation for Center Directors:

Focus Group Participation for Center Staff:

Focus Group Participation for Parents:

Tuition       GSRP       Head Start

High Scope       Creative Curriculum       Montessori       Other

Full group off-site       individual on-site

Full group off-site       individual on-site

Full group off-site       individual on-site

Yes       No with STAR rating

25WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY24 organize



To Continue to Recruit Center Directors, 
Gather Center Information, and Plan Focus 
Groups in Detail

Organize and plan 
center director focus 
group in full detail

Focus group questions are best developed by the Leadership Team over several 
meetings and should incorporate information learned in Module 1 during the 
“Organize” phase. The questions in the finalized version will be asked in a 
center director focus group held during Module 3 (Create). Discussion topics 
should be designed to be similar across all three focus group categories (teachers, 
community partners and parents), although there will be questions unique to 
each group. See modifications of these questions at the end of this section.

An overarching goal of the question design was to develop a deeper 
understanding of the strengths and assets of their neighborhood, and the 
challenges faced by directors, staff and parents at each center and what 
resources would be most helpful to overcome these challenges. Questions 
were crafted to be open-ended and elicit storytelling from focus group 
participants so that we could understand the challenges in their own words, 
without being guided by our preconceptions.

On the following page, there are the focus group questions we developed 
for the center directors. These questions were asked to identify key issues 
facing the directors and also to gather information concerning challenges and 
successes faced by teachers and parents at their center. Information provided 
is then used to plan the monthly meeting discussions, design the professional 
development workshop, customize coaching, and select topics for the annual 
conference sessions.

Develop questions for center director focus groupA

(3 to 4 months)
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Initial face-to-face meetings with center directors helped narrow down 
the time and location that would work for the focus group. Specifically, 
recruiters asked center directors in the initial center visit whether they 
preferred full group off-site or individual on-site participation, for 
directors, staff and parents (see Create: 2c). The focus group was held 
at Wayne State University, a central location for directors and Consortium 
Leadership Team members. The available dates determined the timing 
of the focus group, and center directors were notified through an 
invitation with RSVP.

The administrative assistant organized recording and transcription services. 
The recording and transcription services selected had been hired 
previously for a different project; however, other vendors were explored. 
Factors important in the selection included cost, ability to identify 
specific speakers in the transcript, length of time to produce the transcript, 
and policies regarding transcript review and confidentiality. Transcription 
took approximately three weeks to complete. We purchased the 
speaker tracking option for transcription. This choice required an additional 
week to complete the transcript, but allowed us to differentiate 
comments by individual speakers in the focus group. The cost of 
transcription was competitive at $3.00 per minute. In addition, a member 
of the Leadership Team took notes during the focus group in order to 
have immediate information to expedite the planning process. 

Identify time and location for focus group

Organize recording and transcription services

B

C

Introductions: 
a. Tell us your name and the name of your center.

b. How long have you been a child care director? What is your background?

c. How long have you been a child care director in this community?

d. How long has your center been in this community?

What would help you most in 
addressing these challenges?

a. Working with families

b. Staff relationships

c. Working with children

d. Curriculum implementation

e. Resource availability

For the needs of families

For the needs of the center

For the needs of staff

f. Working in this community

g. Providing professional development opportunities

What do you consider the 
most rewarding part of your 
job? What do you find most 
stressful?

What is working well and 
what are the challenges?

Focus 
group 
questions:
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Complete 
recruitment for 

directors for 
Consortium and 

focus group

Plan for additional 
data collection

To promote program quality improvement, center directors need to be receptive 
to adopting changes in practice based on the information presented and 
shared within the Consortium. An important component in accomplishing this 
goal was accurately understanding the needs of the center, so that the Consortium 
could be designed around those needs. Recruiters discussed center goals 
during recruitment meetings. If a director was not initially receptive to 
participation recruitment, the recruiters presented additional information 
about the benefits of the Consortium that could fit center-specific needs. 
Pre-existing networking in the community played an important role in acceptance 
and reception and was consistent with a central belief within the Consortium 
that people have more positive reactions to new information when it comes 
from a trusted source. 

Most center directors were receptive to receiving information about the 
Consortium and participating in the focus group. Twelve of the 14 center 
directors agreed to attend Consortium meetings. Of the two directors who 
were not receptive to meeting, one said she was too busy with staff training 
to meet but would reach out to Consortium staff if time arose in the future. 
Consortium staff tried to reach the other director multiple times but never 
received a return phone call, and so no information is available concerning the 
lack of apparent interest in joining the Consortium. 

A mixed-methods approach to data collection was adopted and is recommended. 
Both qualitative data from the focus groups and quantitative data from center 
director, teacher and parent surveys can provide useful and complementary 
information. Two surveys were developed for later distribution at the professional 
development workshop (directors and community partners) and at the annual 
conference (teachers, directors and community partners), although the surveys can 
be administered at other time points (e.g., emailed, delivered at the focus group). 

Questions in one survey focused on basic demographic information, position in early 
childhood education, years of experience, education, age group with which the 
teacher works, stress and support, and perceptions about child development. In 
addition, directors were presented with 20 possible challenges and asked to rate yes/
no if each was a challenge or a source of stress for their center. Then, directors were 
asked to rate their five biggest challenges.

In the second survey, respondents (both directors and teachers) were asked about 
their sense of community.  From interviews conducted with center directors in 
the early years of the existing Consortium, directors identified relationships and 
information sharing as primary benefits of their participation in the Consortium. 
We also found that directors who participated most in the Consortium, and whose 
centers had the highest quality ratings, described the Consortium as a community, 
consistent with our Community of Practice model (See Introduction). [Ratner, H., 
Bocknek, E., Miller, A., Elliott, S., & Weathington, B. (2018). Creating communities: A 
consortium model for early childhood leaders. Teacher Development, 22(3), 427-446.  
https://doi/10.1080/13664530.2017.1367718]

Statements included in the survey to assess sense of community were based on 
those provided in:

Peterson, N.A., Speer, P.W., & McMillan, D.W. (2008). Validation of a brief sense of 
community scaled: Confirmation of the principal theory of sense of community. 
Journal of Community Psychology, 36 (1), 61-73. doi: 10.1002/jcop.20217

(See Module 4, Item 4b for additional detail.)

In addition to emphasizing the benefits of joining the Consortium, incentives 
were provided to encourage participation in the focus group. A tote bag was 
given to each participating director which included 1) resource books, 2) two 
child development resource wheels, 3) a Consortium magnet (which included 
the Consortium website URL), 4) a Consortium brochure, and 5) $60 in Target 
gift cards.

A lesson learned was that more time was needed for recruitment than originally 
allocated. Initially, two to three months were allotted for center director 
recruitment, but the process required closer to three to four months. Directors 
enjoyed the recruitment conversations during face-to-face meetings, prompting 
recruiters to ask supplementary questions. Community and center needs may 
also be identified through further discussion, indicating that additional time is 
well spent.

Participation and reception

Survey development

Incentives

Time

A

A

B

C
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Consortium 
Sense of 

Community 
Statements

(rated on a 5-point scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree)

The Woodward Consortium helps me fulfill 
my needs.

I belong in the Woodward Consortium.

I can get what I need in the Woodward Consortium.

I have a good bond with others in the 
Woodward Consortium.

People in the Woodward Consortium are good at 
influencing each another.

I gladly learn from my colleagues in the Woodward 
Consortium.

I gladly share my knowledge with colleagues from the 
Woodward Consortium.

I have a say about what goes on in the 
Woodward Consortium.

I feel connected to the Woodward Consortium.

I feel like a member of the Woodward Consortium.

It is important to me that information I am provided for 
professional development comes from an organization 
I trust.

I trust the information I receive from the 
Woodward Consortium.

Develop questions for 
additional focus groups

Introductions

Teachers

During this phase, develop focus group questions for other groups based on 
those for center directors. Include questions that tap similar topics but which 
add features unique and relevant to each group. Examples appear below.

Tell us your name and the name of the center where you work.

How long have you been an early childhood educator? What is your 
background?

How long have you been a teacher in this community? 

How long have you been at your current center? Have you been at other 
centers? Tell us about your past experience.

What do you consider the most rewarding part of your job? What do you 
find most stressful?

What is working well and what are the challenges?

Working with families
Staff	relationships
Working with children
Curriculum	implementation

Resource availability

   For the needs of families

   For the needs of the center

   For the needs of staff

Working in this community

Finding	professional	development	opportunities

What would help you most in addressing these challenges?

How can the Consortium help with these challenges?

What might be barriers to participating in the Consortium?

STRONGLY 
DISAGREE

1 2 3 4 5

NEITHER AGREE 
OR DISAGREE

STRONGLY 
AGREE
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Introductions Introductions

parents Community Partners

Tell us your name and the name of the center where you have enrolled 
your child.

How old is your child? Why did you select this center?

How long has your child been enrolled in this center? Has your child been at 
other centers? Tell us about your past experience.

What do you like best about the center in which your child is enrolled? Are 
there any things that don’t like or you wish could be changed?

What do you find most stressful about being a parent?

What is working well and what are the challenges?

Working	with	the	center	director	and	staff
 Curriculum 

Resource availability

    For the needs of families

    For the needs of the center

    For the needs of staff

The	location	of	the	center	in	this	community

Finding	parent	education	opportunities

What would help you most in addressing challenges?

How can the Consortium help with these challenges?

If the Consortium were to offer workshops or online resources about 
parenting what might prevent you from accessing them? 

Tell us your name and the name of the agency where you work. 

What is your role?

How long have you worked with early childhood care providers? What is 
your background?

How long have you been working in this community? 

How long have you been at your agency? Have you worked at other 
agencies? Tell us about your past experience.

What do you consider the most rewarding part of your job? What do you 
find most stressful?

What is working well and what are the challenges?

Working with families

Staff	relationships

Working with children

Curriculum	implementation	and/or	supports

Resource availability

    For the needs of families

    For the needs of the center

    For the needs of staff

Working in this community

Finding	professional	development	opportunities

What would help you most in addressing your challenges?

How can the Consortium help with these challenges?

What might be barriers to participating in the Consortium?
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To Conduct Focus Groups and 
Identify Key Issues to Address

During this module, you will conduct focus groups composed of different 
Consortium member types (i.e., center directors, teachers, community 
partners, parents) to collect information concerning their goals, interests, 
needs and challenges. Convene the focus group for center directors first. 
Each group will have varying perspectives and will need different supports 
from the Consortium; however, the center directors are the “heart” of the 
Consortium. Information gathered will support their goals and identify issues 
that they will need to address with center staff or parents. 

Questions for other groups may be modified depending on information 
provided by the directors. For example, community partners are queried to 
identify available services and programs to assist directors and to determine 
how the Consortium can best encourage interactions to promote effective 
service delivery to centers, staff, and parents. If center directors have already 
provided information about their needs, community partners can be asked 
about the services or resources that they have that might address the 
challenges specifically identified by the directors. If directors have identified 
resources they think parents would find useful, parents can be asked directly 
about these needs. The parent focus group will also be helpful in identifying 
additional resource and education needs of which directors may be unaware.

objective

(3 to 4 months)
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Information to convey 
during the center directors’ 
focus group 

Themes to identify from 
the center directors’ focus 
group transcript

Once	the	launch	is	complete,	
ask	the	focus	group	questions	as	
provided	in	Module	2.

Begin by introducing the members of the Leadership Team. When introducing the 
Consortium leaders, make certain that each person describes his or her role within the 
Consortium and professional background relevant to supporting the Consortium goals.

Provide a brief overview of the agenda and begin by asking, “Are there any questions 
before we get started?” After you have completed your introduction, ask other members 
of the Leadership Team to introduce themselves.

When the introductions are complete, provide a brief history of the Consortium if it is 
already in existence or steps leading up to its formation if it is new. Describe Consortium 
values and/or goals and the purpose of the focus group. State how the information will 
be used.

Are center directors filling multiple roles within the center? The necessity to frequently 
fill in other roles suggests that resources may be limited and/or staff vacancies or 
turnover might be problems. If so, supports and strategies to address these problems 
either for individual centers or as a cohort may be a focus for a consortium.

This item is related to the number of roles directors fill within the center. Center directors 
should have time available to observe their teachers in the classroom to provide appropriate 
feedback and training. If directors are required to provide direct services too often, this 
important function may not receive adequate attention. Coaching may be helpful for 
directors to ensure that staff development occurs.

One member of the group mentioned the important role of a previous director who 
valued her growth as a professional and inspired her to mentor others: 

Now I am a director, 
bottle	washer,	whatever…” 
“You’re	doing	what	directors	do.” 
“As	the	director,	I	do	everything.

She	wants	to	help	anybody	who	she	
can get where they’re trying to be, 
where	she’s	been.	That’s	why	I	felt	the	
need to stay there because she’s like, 
“What do you want to do? You don’t 
have	to	stay	here	working	for	me.	
What	else	do	you	want	to	do?”

I really want to thank you for taking time out of your busy day. I know, at the end of the day, 
all you want to do is go home and put your feet up, so I truly appreciate your taking time to 
talk with us. I am (name). I am the chair of the Early Childhood Consortium. I’m a lecturer in 
early childhood education in the College of Education, and I’m the executive director of the 
two early childhood centers on campus. I’ve been in early childhood education my entire 
professional career, so I have many years of experience working with young children and families 
in (location). (Turns to the next person) Do you want to introduce yourself?

We really feel strongly that we want to hear the voices of the members of the Consortium, 
so that it helps us then put things in place to best support you. The other piece that we really 
didn’t anticipate was the high interest and participation of community partners. We started 
out with just a few, and now we’re to the point where people are seeking us out. Some of 
the community partners that participate are (give examples). They are so important because 
they contribute expertise, resources and programs. The information you provide informs our 
activities. We select topics for the monthly meetings, professional development workshop 
and annual conference based on the information you provide.

What happens at the Consortium meetings (or we hope will happen, if the Consortium is new) 
is a wonderful exchange of information. Center directors really find it helpful because they 
learn about programs and services that they didn’t know existed. For their own centers or 
for parent referrals, they also now have a contact person if they have questions or need to 
make connections for other people.

Sample Launch

Launch
Director roles within the center

Time available for staff development
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What previous experience has the director had and for how long? New directors will 
likely require different kinds of supports than more experienced directors. New directors 
may, however, be more open to change and adopting new practices. Directors with 
disciplinary backgrounds that differ from early childhood may need more information 
about child development and best practices in early childhood education. If appropriate, 
more experienced directors may be interested in serving as mentors for less experienced 
directors. Peer-to-peer coaching can support consortium-based coaching.

Do directors mention proximity to other centers? 
(“I’m right down here from you guys on (street name).”)

If centers do not indicate that they currently participate in joint projects, look for indications 
that centers want to collaborate. Building connection and cooperation begins with a 
motivation to do so.

You will know the geographical arrangement of the centers identified for inclusion in a 
consortium; however, mention of proximity by the directors themselves may signal either 
collaborative relationships that can be built upon or potentially competitive relationships that 
may need to be addressed. Participating in joint activities with shared goals can be useful in 
accomplishing either.

I’m	still	learning	the	ropes	of	being	
a director, as well as the early 
childhood	in	general.” 

What is their background and training? 

“I	am	new	to	early	childhood.	My	
background’s more in social work, so 
I	am	new.” 

“I was a teacher with adults, and 
then	it	just	fell	in	my	lap	to	start	
working with children, because I’ve 
worked with children all my life, but 
then I felt that I like working with 
little	people.

Do they talk about any joint projects?    

“Knowing that we 
can	come	together.	

There’s enough kids 
in	the	(location)	for	

every	center.”	

“It’s	not	a	competition.	Let’s	
work	together	to	better	them.”	

“We	should	be	visiting.	We	should	
be	talking	regularly.	We	should	
be	helping	each	other	with	their	
problems.	I’m	always	open	to	that	
because I believe in what I do, and 
I’m	passionate	about	what	I	do.	I	
will	share	any	information	I	have	

because	I	know	what	I	know.	I	know	
what I know, and you can’t take 

anything	away	from	me.”

“We	grew	up	in	this	field	with	
that idea that we all work 

together.	We’ve	always	done	
things	to	help	each	other.	

You’ve got a child, send me 
a	child.	You	know	this	is	a	
resource.	Give	the	resource.”

Previous experience Co-location of and interaction with other centers

Openness to collaboration
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Stress and stress management are major issues for any early childhood education program directors and staff. 
It is important to identify sources of stress (e.g., staff, parents) in order to make changes that reduce challenges 
and to introduce ways to help cope with the inevitable stress that the director and staff will experience.

Centers require many resources including supports for curriculum, facilities, staff, and parents. Look for common 
needs across multiple centers. Either recruit community partners that focus on identified need areas or discuss 
with current community partners how they can help meet these needs. One of the largest benefits of a 
consortium is connecting resources with needs. Community partners profit as well from these connections, 
because many agencies have additional capacity if potential clients can be identified. Sharing ideas across centers 
with similar needs can also be effective.

Sources of stress

Resource needs

I’ll bet that childcare center directors and teachers feel at 
least as much stress as those who work with school-aged 
children.	It’s	good	that	the	Consortium	anticipated	this	and	
allows	me	the	opportunity	to	help	address	this	issue	by	
meeting	individually	with	the	directors	and	offering	stress	
management	and	self-care	trainings	to	the	staff.

One thing that we do twice 
a year is a family needs 
assessment survey, one in the 
beginning, one kind of at the 
end.	We’re	an	all-year	around	
program,	and	I	was	thinking	
about	incorporating	it	three	
times	because	things	happen.	
With that, we gauge what the 
need	of	the	parent	is,	and	with	
our resources with Early Head 
Start	and	GSRP.	I	ask	my	ECS	
(Early	Childhood	Specialist)	
specialist.	I	ask	my	family	
advocates.

“I ask for resources, and I keep 
them in a folder. When a parent 
says, ‘Hey, I need such-and-such,’ 
I say okay, let me make a copy. 

That’s what I do. I grab whatever 
I can, and I keep it.”

Conduct focus group 
for teachers

Themes to identify from 
the transcripts will be 
similar but not identical 
to those of the center 
directors. Themes will 
include: 

You will need to work with the center 
directors to recruit staff to participate in 
the focus group. Logistically it is easier to 
obtain staff contact information from the 
directors so that you can communicate with 
staff directly, but participation rates may 
be higher if you work through the center 
directors. Staff may be more cooperative if 
they know that their directors want them 
to participate. A time in the early evening 
soon after centers close will probably be 
the best time to convene the focus group. 
Provide food and gift card incentives. 
Recording and transcription arrangements 
will be the same as described in Module 2 for 
center directors.

(1) age group teachers work with,
(2) experience. It is important to
distinguish amount of experience and
background in the field from experience
working with a particular age group. Many
teachers have been trained and have
experience working with 3- to 5-year-olds;
however, they may currently be working
with infants and toddlers. Their experience
often does not generalize well, and they
may need additional training,
(3) interest in best practices and openness
to change,
(4) sources of stress,
(5) resource needs,
(6) tension or conflicts among the staff or
with the director, and
(7) working with parents.
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Conduct focus group 
for parents Analyze results of 

focus groups

Run focus 
groups for 

community 
partners

Again, you will need to work with the center directors to recruit parents to participate 
in the focus group. As for teachers, it may be easier to obtain parent contact 
information from the directors so that you can communicate with parents directly, but 
participation rates may be higher if you work through the center directors. Parents may 
be more cooperative if they know that the center directors have selected and want 
them to participate. Provide food and gift card incentives. Recording and transcription 
arrangements will be the same as described in Module 2 for center directors.

Look for similar themes across 
participants within each of 
the groups and for themes 
across groups. A visual map 
identifying cross-cutting 
needs, challenges, barriers 
and resources may be helpful 
in identifying commonalities 
and connections.  

Themes	that	are	common	across	center	directors	will	be	good	topics	to	
explore	in	monthly	meetings,	the	professional	development	workshop	
and	the	annual	conference.	(Modules	4:	Finalize	and	5:	Implement.)

Themes	that	emerge	from	the	teacher	focus	groups	will	be	good	topics	
to	explore	for	the	annual	conference.	

Unique	goals	or	concerns	for	either	directors	or	teachers	may	be	
better	suited	for	inclusion	in	on-site	professional	development	and/or	
coaching.	(Both	described	in	Module	5.)

Common	themes	across	community	partners	will	be	topics	to	explore	
in	monthly	meetings.

Common	themes	for	parents	may	be	appropriate	to	address	on	the	
Consortium	website	(Module	2:	Learn),	in	monthly	meetings	or	the	
annual	conference.		Unique	goals	and	concerns	would	be	discussed	
with	the	appropriate	center	directors,	either	as	part	of	coaching	or	in	a	
one-on-one	conversation.	

Themes to identify will include:

Themes may include:

Information gleaned from the center director, teacher and 
parent focus groups will be useful in identifying potential 
community partners. Seek partners who provide services and 
programs either within or to the neighborhood served by the 
Consortium. Recruitment will be similar to recruitment of center 
directors as outlined in Module 2. Provide food and gift card 
incentives as for the other groups. Recording and transcription 
arrangements will be the same as described in Module 2 for 
center directors. 

Resource needs

Resources available

Challenges serving families in the 
target neighborhood

Information	needed	to	improve	
service delivery

Information	desired	about	
child	development

Relationships	with	center	director	
and teachers

Parent	education	interests

ONE

TWO

THREE

FOUR

1

2

3
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Finalize Planning for New or 
Expansion Launch Based on 
Results of Focus Groups

There are two primary areas 
of planning focus:

(3 to 4 months)

First monthly meeting

Plan meeting time and place
Now that you have identified members for either a new or expanded 
Consortium and gathered information from them, you need to identify 
when and where the meeting will occur.  If possible, choose a central 
location that has access to parking. Identify a meeting time that will be 
consistent. Our Consortium meets the third Thursday of the month 
from 10:30 to noon. Directors have told us that this is a convenient time; 
however, issues arise preventing members from attending from time to time.

During this period you will also want to edit the website to reflect the 
input from the focus groups and decisions made during the planning for 
the first meeting and the conference.

Invite members to the meeting at least 4 to 6 weeks before it takes place.

Provide food and coffee/tea.

A

B

C

first monthly meeting
of the new Consortium

the annual conference
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Create the agenda Begin conference planning process 
in a Leadership Team meeting

Start with welcome and introductions. You will want to go around the room 
and ask members to identify and briefly describe their organizations. Points 
of connection will spontaneously occur as part of these introductions.

Discuss the following issues in preparation for introducing conference planning 
at your next Consortium monthly meeting if the group is already established 
and is simply expanding. If the Consortium is entirely new then the Leadership 
Team will serve as the initial conference planning committee, and in subsequent 
years you can engage Consortium members:

At the next (or appropriate) Consortium meeting:

Hold the Conference Planning Committee meeting approximately four 
months before the expected conference date.

Use the focus group information to introduce topics that might be of interest 
for discussion in the current or future meetings. Or use the meeting to 
confirm that these topics are still of interest.  You might ask the group to 
prioritize them.

Provide information about the Consortium annual conference, which will be 
occurring the next month.  

Announce the on-site professional development training and coaching 
opportunities. Ask for participants.

Announce any professional development opportunities in your area that are 
available in the coming months.

Ask for agenda items in the future. Members may be interested in touring a 
particular agency or program.

Finish by asking members to share any information of interest to the group.

Be very respectful of directors’ time by always starting and ending punctually.

Leave time for individual networking after the formal part of the meeting has 
been completed.

Provide information on the date, time, place, registration 
deadline, and overview of workshops.

Ask for donations for gift baskets that will be raffled off at 
the conference.

Discuss the recruitment method for the planning 
committee. Approaches may include distribution of a 
volunteer sign-up sheet or soliciting volunteers through 
email or both.

Select a Consortium monthly meeting for brainstorming 
ideas. Typically this meeting will be the last one of the 
year if you are following the calendar outlined in the 
Introduction.

Decide how topics and ideas will be collected to include 
everyone’s input.

Briefly discuss miscellaneous planning topics, such as 
who is responsible for determining location, registration, 
evaluations and other conference logistics.

Either work with the group as a whole or organize 
meeting attendees into groups of approximately three to 
five individuals.

Ask individuals or groups to brainstorm and record ideas 
for workshops at the conference.

If using groups, ask each to report on their suggestions 
and discuss the ideas. 

Take notes during the discussion and identify common 
themes. Then collect the written suggestions. Speakers 
can include experts within or outside the Consortium’s 
network. Bring these ideas to the Conference Planning 
Committee meeting.

A
A

B

C

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

Annual Conference Planning
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Select a conference venue
Finalize the conference schedule based on 
collected input

Choose a venue that will fit the needs of the conference and the number of 
people estimated to attend. Our conference was scheduled from 8:30 a.m. 
to 2:30 p.m. on a Saturday in October. Registration began at 8:30 a.m., and a 
light breakfast was available. The keynote speaker launched the conference at 
9:15 a.m. The session lasted 45 minutes until 10:00 a.m. A 90-minute morning 
workshop began at 10:15 a.m. Lunch was served immediately after, and the 
90-minute afternoon workshop began at 12:30 p.m. From 2:00 until 2:30 p.m.
we held our raffle, asked participants to complete session and conference
evaluation forms, and distributed participation certificates.

Two different keynote speakers should be contacted in advance and finalized 
based on speaker availability. 

The Consortium Chair then should reach out to each individual breakout 
session speaker and obtain signed agreement and commitment forms to 
appear on the final schedule. 

The suggested timeline for contacting speakers is a month or two after the 
Conference Planning Committee meeting. All speakers should be confirmed 
six to eight weeks prior to the conference.

Establish a timeline to ensure all needed items, signage, food and parking are 
ordered in time. In the four months before the conference, the Administrative 
Assistant followed the checklist below:

Once the checklist above was completed a month or more in advance of the 
conference, a new checklist was made for preparing conference materials, 
finalizing logistical details and systematizing registration. 

Create conference flyer

Draft conference program

Email conference information and RSVP information to centers 
and community partners (6 weeks before conference)

Conference announcement at September Consortium meeting

Close RSVP (4 weeks before conference)

Contact Parking Services to reserve a parking structure with 
attendant for conference

Reserve catering services with conference attendance estimate

Submit conference program to printer

Order books (NAEYC)

Order conference supplies (signage, etc.)

Reserve space for next year’s conference

Consider additional rooms for breakout sessions that are co-located with 
the space identified for a general session. Proximity reduces confusion and 
improves ease of participant navigation. 

Ensure that the venue has easy access to nearby parking, which should be 
reserved and paid for ahead of time. When the venue and surrounding 
breakout session rooms are selected, determine the place and time of each 
session, and if the same sessions should be repeated twice or whether unique 
sessions should be scheduled in every time slot.

Choose a caterer that fits location, timing and needs. A light breakfast and 
lunch were provided and paid for by funders. Boxed lunches were chosen 
because 45 minutes for lunch does not allow time for a buffet. 

A

B

C

D

CHECKLIST
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Create conference folder labels

Gather folder literature 

Collect presenter handouts and begin making copies for conference

Meet with conference location representative to determine 
conference layout, building access, storage space and presenter 
needs

Create certificates of participation based on RSVP

Provide final numbers to catering 1 week before conference

Begin preparing conference folders

Organize registration

CHECKLIST

Finalize conference surveys 

You may wish to obtain background and other Consortium-related 
information (e.g., sense of community, beliefs about child development) from 
conference attendees. This is the only opportunity during the entire year 
when all members are together in one place. Surveys can be distributed 
throughout the year, but allowing time during the conference to complete 
them increases the likelihood they will be submitted. (See Appendix A for 
examples of a conference survey and a questionnaire concerning one type of 
child development beliefs.)

It is important to begin the survey by explaining why the information is collected. 
Example survey questions are provided in Appendix A.

A

B

Edit website based on analysis of 
focus groups

Include information about the first monthly 
meeting and the conference

Center directors/community partners: Adding a page with job opportunities 
in early childhood is suggested. In addition to resources, contacts for 
potential partners should also be added to the website. If an administrator 
of the website has the time and availability to monitor a group sharing 
page, to prevent the spread of false information, this could be a beneficial 
addition to the website. Professional development opportunities and other 
available conferences should always remain up-to-date on the webpage. 

Suggestions for teacher’s resources could include curriculum resources, 
coping skills, stress management, motivation, time management and 
financial skills. Add articles for teachers to reference on various classroom 
topics. Professional development and other workshops should also be 
added to the website.

The website can always be used to provide more resources for parents. 
Include information addressing resources needs discussed during the focus 
group. Information on housing, food, parenting, education, transportation, 
personal protection, mental illness and health are all possible topics to add 
to a website. Transferring this information to the website includes searching 
for local resources and finding appropriate links to provide. The goal is to 
provide parents with various resources, all in one place to make access as 
easy as possible.

Parents

Teachers

Center directors/
Community partners

A

B

C

UPDATE WEBSITE 
TO PREPARE FOR CONSORTIUM LAUNCH 
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Collective 
Activities

Complete final preparations for first monthly meeting.

Create place placards for each attendee

Print sign-in sheet with a place for name, organization and email

Have copies of the agenda available

If possible, arrange to provide light snacks

Ensure that parking arrangements are finalized and communicated to attendees.

Place signage providing directions from parking lot to meeting place.

Make certain all Leadership Team members attend and network with attendees 
before the meeting.

Arrange for administrative assistant to take minutes.

Welcome attendees as they arrive and direct them to location of the meeting 
materials and the food.

Start the meeting when most or all attendees have arrived and follow the agenda.

Plan and implement subsequent monthly meetings in accordance with these 
guidelines and those provided in Module 3, Item 2.

Individuals staffing registration should arrive at the conference venue at least 
an hour to an hour and a half before registration begins. 

Organize sign-in sheets, name badges, folders and resource materials for use or 
distribution at each registration station. Stations should be identified by signs 
indicating alphabetical range for beginning letter of attendee’s last name (e.g, 
A-D, E-H, etc.).

After attendee has signed in and obtained registration materials, direct him or 
her to the general keynote session and food areas.

Launch the Consortium
The launch will involve initiating the three collective (i.e., monthly meetings, 
conference and professional development workshop) and two customized activities 
(i.e., coaching and on-site professional development trainings) for the newly configured 
group, either de novo or as an expansion of an existing consortium.

(3 to 4 months)

Monthly meetings

Annual conference

objective

MODULE 5:
Registration
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Before the conference begins, ensure that audiovisual equipment is in place 
for all sessions. Arrange with the venue staff to have technical assistance 
available if necessary.

Begin the keynote session on time by calling the conference to order, 
welcoming attendees, providing an overview of the schedule for the day, 
reviewing materials in the conference folder and introducing the speaker. 

For the breakout workshops that follow, speakers are usually comfortable 
introducing themselves. However, if you prefer, you can arrange to have 
speaker introductions in these sessions as well.

During the keynote session check to confirm that food service arrangements 
for breaks and lunch (if serving) are in place.

At the end of the keynote session, remind participants to complete the 
evaluation and tell them where the evaluations can be submitted.

Announce the next item on the agenda.

For each session, you will include evaluation forms in the folders.

If the evaluations do not include information on where to place them when 
completed, then make sure that this information is announced at the end of 
each session or at points when everyone is assembled together.

If you wish to link information collected to other information about centers, 
ensure that the surveys are coded in a way that will allow identification of the 
respondent. If you wish all information to be anonymously provided, then 
tracking of respondents is not necessary.

Allow time for the evaluation team to conduct basic analyses for review. 
Discuss evaluations and results at the next Leadership Team meeting.

Incorporate feedback into future conferences. Report evaluation 
information back to the Consortium membership at the next monthly 
meeting. Invite monthly meeting attendees to provide any additional 
feedback they have.

Professional development workshop

Once the conference is 
completed, planning for the 
professional development 
workshop will begin. The 

steps will be similar to 
those followed to plan for 

conference planning (Module 4 
(Finalize), Item 1).

At the monthly meeting, 
ask for ideas and add the 

Leadership Team topics to 
the conversation.

After the meeting, 
secure the venue for 

the desired date.

Then, contact the 
suggested speaker or 

speakers.

Make appropriate 
arrangements for food, 

parking, audiovisual 
equipment and 

materials. 

Once arrangements are 
finalized, announce the 
time and place to the 
membership, ideally at 

the next monthly meeting 
(December or January). Send 
email notices and place the 
information on the website.

Prepare an evaluation 
form and distribute at 

the workshop.

Based on consensus 
or near consensus of 
the group, select two 

possible topics and ask for 
suggestions for speakers.

Propose a date and 
modify in response to the 

feedback of the group. 
If you are following our 
calendar the workshop 
will be held in March.

At the Leadership Team 
meeting that precedes the 

second monthly meeting (i.e., 
November on our calendar), 

identify possible topics based 
on feedback and conversations 

at the first monthly meeting 
and the conference. Discuss a 

possible date.

1

3

6

4

7

9

5

8

10

2
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Sessions

Evaluations
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Customized Activities

Module-based coaching model

The 
coaching model

On-site coaching for center directors has emerged as central to the Consortium’s model.

The availability and description of coaching services should be introduced during the second or third 
monthly meeting of the Consortium.

The number of sites that can participate will be dictated by funds available to support a coach or 
coaches, so criteria for prioritization should be developed and communicated in case of interest 
exceeding capacity.

Provide at least a general timeline for beginning the coaching program.

(See appendix B for goal setting and action plan)

Coaching Module 1

Establish relationship/build trust.

Observation of program by coach.

Center director and coach identify goal(s) for program improvement.

Develop improvement plan for identified goals (center director and coach establish 
goals together).

Schedule initial visit to one of your demonstration early childhood center sites, by the 
coach and center director, to do focused observations related to identified goal(s).

Schedule a time to debrief about focused observations and to discuss implications and 
strategies for the identified goals.

Provide support, information, suggestions, professional resources and/or professional 
development, as needed, to meet identified program improvement goals.

Begin program improvement activities/process.

Review progress at scheduled intervals and revise strategies/goals as needed.

Schedule subsequent visits to one of your demonstration early childhood center sites, 
by the coach, center director and/or teaching staff, to do focused observations related 
to identified goal(s).

Schedule a time to debrief about focused observations and to discuss implications and 
strategies for the identified goals.

Provide support for participation in Quality Rating & Improvement System (if needed): 
(1) introduction to QRIS Self-Assessment Survey (SAS), (2) guidance in understanding
and interpreting QRIS Standards & Point System, and (3) connect center director with
available services to complete the QRIS process when ready.

The coaching platform has been designed to be developmentally appropriate and responsive to the 
quality needs of a Consortium center’s programs for children and families. 

Core features include two years of progressive actions aimed at strengthening program quality through 
QRIS or other accreditation advancement, curricular enhancement and parent engagement, with a 
third transition year to more independent implementation of continuous improvement activities by 
the center director and staff with an emphasis on sustainability. 

The foundation of the coaching program is establishing a trusting and positive relationship between 
the coach and the center director and staff. To promote trust, coaching occurs on-site and a center-
specific plan is developed for each program.

The coaching plan includes self-identified goals and implementation of three modules according to 
each center’s developmental timeline. (These modules are described in Item 3.) Centers are unique 
in their needs, context, resources and expertise, and although goals supporting curricular, administrative, 
family, staff, environment and/or community resources are often shared among the centers, 
objectives do differ. Emphasis on the educational and developmental missions of the center, along 
with the unique needs and behaviors of that center’s children and families, are the cornerstones of 
the plan. Creating connections among the center, community partners and families complements the 
on-site center focus.

Change management is led by one or more coaches. In our program we include two coaches, one 
who focuses on curriculum, and the other on staff development and parent engagement. The 
Leadership Team selects, monitors and provides input to the coaches. 

Goals and supporting activities are established in the coaches’ first meeting with the center director. 
Every subsequent meeting involves steps toward achieving these stated goals and activities. 

Reports document these discussions and are submitted after each session. These reports are used to 
track center progress.

Coaching

Introducing coaching to 
Consortium	members
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Module-based coaching model
Coaching Module 2

Reflect on previous year’s goal(s).

Continue to work on previous year’s goal(s), if needed.

Center director and coach identify new goal(s) for program improvement.

Develop improvement plan for identified goals (center director and coach establish 
goals together).

Schedule visit to one of your demonstration early childhood center sites, by the coach 
and center director, to do focused observations related to identified goal(s).

Schedule a time to debrief about focused observations and to discuss implications and 
strategies for the identified goals.

Provide support, information, suggestions, professional resources and/or professional 
development, as needed, to meet identified program improvement goals.

Begin program improvement activities/process.

Review progress at scheduled intervals and revise strategies/goals as needed.

Schedule subsequent visits to one of your demonstration early childhood center sites,  
by the coach, center director and/or teaching staff, to do focused observations related 
to the center’s identified goal(s).

Schedule a time to debrief about focused observations and to discuss implications and 
strategies for the identified goals.

Check progress on the QRIS process if applicable.

Coaching Module 3

Identify goal(s) for parent engagement/parent education.

Provide support, information, suggestions, professional resources and/or professional 
development, as needed, to meet goals for parent engagement/parent education.

Begin parent engagement activities.

Review progress at scheduled intervals and revise strategies/goals as needed.

When first assigned to a new program, the coach/mentor must begin to build trust with the director/
site leader through sharing their bio and asking questions to learn about the program and their 
personal experiences.

One of the number one considerations to coaching is to value and respect the mentees.

Spend time observing the center classrooms and office, as well as reading any literature about the 
program, to gain as much insight as possible to understand the program and its operation.

Listen, listen, listen…to be a sounding board for the mentees to share their successes and issues.

Set goals and action plans for the program, follow up regularly, and review and revise annually 
or as needed. 

Know the program curriculum, developmental screenings and child assessment tools.

Use specific tools [i.e., Program Quality Assessment (PQA), Classroom Assessment Scoring System 
(CLASS), corporate program checklists] for classroom observations. Compare and discuss what is 
observed by the coach and what is observed by mentee.

Provide positive feedback and ways to improve their position and program in a positive rather than 
negative manner.

Be able to provide ideas and examples to use in program that are appropriate.

Keep up with the revisions and updates in early childhood (i.e., Child Care Licensing Rules and 
Regulations, NAEYC Accreditation Standards, PQA, Ages & Stages Questionnaire, Essential 
Instructional Practices in Early Literacy - Prekindergarten, Head Start guidelines, GSRP Implementation 
Manual) and pass these on to the mentee programs.

Provide resources (i.e., conference information, training, books, articles and videos) to mentees 
on child development, age transitions, curriculum, screening systems, leadership, Quality Rating & 
Improvement System, etc.

Assist with staff team building through training, communication, interactive staff meetings, staff 
encouragement, staff growth, staff empowerment, etc.

Assist mentees with staff/parent interaction and communication.  

Assist mentees to improve administrative operations while maintaining their ability to relate positively 
to staff and parents. 

Provide a written report following each coaching visit to document what happened and was 
discussed with each mentee and program.  

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

Lessons learned— 
what works
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Lessons learned— 
challenges

Initiate 
coaching

Mentees often have difficulty meeting with the coach/mentor due to staff 
absences and/or vacancies and the need to fill in in classrooms or kitchen at the last 
minute. Patience is important. Try using technologies (e.g., Skype, Zoom, Facetime) 
to augment face-to-face meetings.

Many goals and action plans have had to be revised several times due to disrupted 
work schedules and unforeseen circumstances of the mentees and their programs. 
Do not be discouraged, but careful monitoring needs to be in place to ensure that 
progress, although slow, is occurring. If after six months to a year, progress is not 
adequate, then another type of program may be a better fit.  (See next section on 
On-Site Professional Development.)

Continue with coaching, with center visits by the coach once or twice per month as 
decided by the coach and director. 

Complete coaching report for each visit with the Goal Setting and Action Plan document 
available for reference. Track activities against the goals and action plan originally 
established. Modify as necessary.

Completing this report is essential because progress will be tracked using these reports. 
Every six to nine months assess the percentage of goals and action steps accomplished 
as one index of progress.

Each visit’s progress report should be filled out similarly to the outline presented below.

Re-visit the 
purposes 

and goals of 
coaching.

Use the intake 
sheet to establish 

the goals for 
the center. See 

example in 
Appendix B.

Make an 
appointment for 
the first visit to 

the center.

A

1 2 3

A

B

C

D

B

On-Site Professional Development

To complement other Consortium activities, some centers 
may wish to participate in on-site in-service staff trainings 
during the year.

These on-site trainings may be alternatives to coaching, or 
if adequate progress during coaching is not made, these 
sessions may serve as an alternative.  Conversely, programs 
that do benefit from coaching may participate in on-site 
trainings as a way to transition to sustaining their own 
continuous improvement program.

As with the coaching model, resources will determine 
how many centers can be served and how many sessions 
may be offered.

Center directors meet with members of the Leadership 
Team for an initial interview to determine the topics and 
content of the workshops based on staff needs.

This interview will be based on the intake instrument used 
to assess coaching needs.

Interviews may be conducted during the summer to be 
prepared for fall implementation.

Although content will be modified in response to 
particular needs and goals, topics routinely requested 
include professionalism, team building, managing challenging 
 behaviors, services for children with special needs, positive 
relationships with parents, curriculum development, adult-
child interactions, the learning environment and cultural 
responsiveness.
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The work of a consortium like the one described in this Playbook is rewarding, 
but requires ongoing monitoring, input and feedback from members and 
evaluation. Members value the resources, relationships and sense of community 
that the Consortium provides as they work together to accomplish the 
shared goals they have. Creating this Community of Practice is essential in 
supporting the development of center directors and strengthening the 
quality of the programs they can offer to our nation’s young children and 
their families. High-quality early childhood education charts lifetime success 
and is one of the most precious resources any community can provide.

Conclusions Appendix A Conference Survey and Conference Evaluation 

What is your gender?

Select	the	response	below	that	best	describes	your	job.

What is the highest degree you 
have	completed?

What is your degree in (if applicable)?

What	is	the	race	and	ethnicity	with	which	you	identify	(select all that apply)?

How	many	hours	do	you	typically	work	in	a	week?  hours per week

How	many	years	of	experience	do	you	
have	in	the	early	childhood	field?

What	age	group(s)	do	you	work	with	
most days (check all that apply)?

Female             Male

Lead Teacher

Float Teacher 

After-School Program Teacher

Assistant Teacher

Teacher’s Aide

Other (please describe)

High School Graduate/Obtained GED

Associate’s Degree

Bachelor’s Degree

Master’s Degree

Doctoral Degree

Other (please describe)

Early Childhood Education

Child Development

Secondary Education

Something else (please describe)

White/Caucasian

Black/African American 

Hispanic/Latino

American Indian/Native American

Asian Indian

Less than 6 months

6 months-1 year

1-3 years

3-5 years

5-15 years

15 or more years

Infants

One year olds

Two year olds

Three year olds

Four year olds

Five year olds

Middle Eastern

Asian

Other

Choose not to answer
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Please reflect on your experiences with the Consortium 
and check the box that best fits with your response.

As early childhood professionals, you are experts on child behavior. The questions 
below ask you to use your expertise to help us have a common understanding of a 
term often used by parents. We ask about spoiling as we know it is a concern many 
parents have about their children.

Your insight is appreciated!I trust the information I receive from the 
Woodward Consortium.

What does the term “spoiled” mean when describing a child? 
Explain (in your answer please make clear what age child you are thinking about).

Is spoiling something that is positive, negative, or both? 
Why? Please answer and explain below: 

I feel like a member of the Woodward Consortium.

I feel connected to the Woodward Consortium.

I have a say about what goes on in the 
Woodward Consortium.

I gladly share my knowledge with colleagues 
from the Woodward Consortium.

I gladly learn from my colleagues in the 
Woodward Consortium.

People in the Woodward Consortium are good at 
influencing each other.

I have a good bond with others in the 
Woodward Consortium.

I can get what I need in the Woodward Consortium.

I belong in the Woodward Consortium.

It is important to me that information I am 
provided for professional development comes from 
an organization I trust. 

STRONGLY 
DISAGREE

DISAGREE

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

NEITHER AGREE 
OR DISAGREE

AGREE STRONGLY 
AGREE
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Using the scale below, please indicate how likely the following 
parenting behaviors may lead to spoiling a child:

Using the scale, please indicate how descriptive 
the following statements are:

Quickly picking up and holding a crying baby I think that children can be spoiled at every age. 

Buying children toys I am concerned about young children becoming spoiled. 

Feeding children “on demand” I feel stressed when I am at work.

Allowing children to sleep with parents END OF SURVEY

Finalize conference and session evaluations. Examples follow.

Feedback on Conference 
as a Whole

I found the information to be useful

The materials were presented clearly

I can use the presented information 
in my classroom/center/community 
agency

Feedback on Keynote Presentation 
“A Rose Isn’t a Rose Without the Thorns! Overcoming Adversity” 

We want your feedback about the conference and suggestions for next year. 
Please take a moment to respond below. 

Comforting children following a nightmare 

Consoling children following a fight with a friend 

Taking your child’s side no matter what 

Rocking a child to sleep 

Ignoring children when they do something wrong 

Just talking to children when they do something wrong 

Are there other things that you think could lead a child to be spoiled? Please list below: 

Giving a child what he/she wants during a tantrum I think that it is impossible to spoil an infant.

NOT AT ALL LIKELY 
TO SPOIL

NOT AT ALL 
DESCRIPTIVE OF 

ME

SLIGHTLY LIKELY 
TO SPOIL

SLIGHTLY 
DESCRIPTIVE OF 

ME

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2 2

2 2

2 2

2 2

2 2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3 3

3 3

3 3

3 3

3 3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4 4

4 4

4 4

4 4

4 4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

5 5

5 5

5 5

5 5

5 5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

SOMEWHAT LIKELY 
TO SPOIL

SOMEWHAT 
DESCRIPTIVE OF 

ME

VERY LIKELY 
TO SPOIL

FAIRLY 
DESCRIPTIVE OF 

ME

HIGHLY LIKELY 
TO SPOIL

HIGHLY 
DESCRIPTIVE OF 

ME

NEEDS 
IMPROVEMENT

STRONGLY 
AGREE

STRONGLY 
AGREE

STRONGLY 
AGREE

DISAGREE

DISAGREE

DISAGREE

NEITHER AGREE 
NOR DISAGREE

NEITHER AGREE 
NOR DISAGREE

NEITHER AGREE 
NOR DISAGREE

AGREE

AGREE

AGREE

STRONGLY 
AGREE

STRONGLY 
AGREE

STRONGLY 
AGREE

ADEQUATE GOOD EXCELLENT
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Which presentation did you attend? 

How will you use these ideas in your classroom, center, or community agency?

Feedback or suggestions you have about the conference: 

Topics you would like to see covered in the conference next year:

Which presentation did you attend? 

Session 1 List the three most 
important ideas you 
obtained from attending 
the conference: 

Session 2

Cultural Competency 

Setting Limits with Confidence and Respect

New Daycare Rules and Changes

Essential Instructional Practices in Early Literacy—Pre-Kindergarten

Parents as Partners in Early Childhood Education

Social Problem-Solving with Young Children: The Basics (Part 1)

Combating Adverse Childhood Experiences

Cultural Competency 

Setting Limits with Confidence and Respect

New Daycare Rules and Changes

Essential Instructional Practices in Early Literacy—Pre-Kindergarten

Parents as Partners in Early Childhood Education

Social Problem-Solving with Young Children: The Basics (Part 1)

Combating Adverse Childhood Experiences

I found the information to be useful

I found the information to be useful

The materials were presented clearly

The materials were presented clearly

I can use the presented information in my 
classroom/center/community agency

I can use the presented information in my 
classroom/center/community agency

STRONGLY 
AGREE

STRONGLY 
AGREE

STRONGLY 
AGREE

STRONGLY 
AGREE

STRONGLY 
AGREE

STRONGLY 
AGREE

DISAGREE

DISAGREE

DISAGREE

DISAGREE

DISAGREE

DISAGREE

NEITHER AGREE 
NOR DISAGREE

NEITHER AGREE 
OR DISAGREE

NEITHER AGREE 
NOR DISAGREE

NEITHER AGREE 
OR DISAGREE

NEITHER AGREE 
NOR DISAGREE

NEITHER AGREE 
OR DISAGREE

AGREE

AGREE

AGREE

AGREE

AGREE

AGREE

STRONGLY 
AGREE

STRONGLY 
AGREE

STRONGLY 
AGREE

STRONGLY 
AGREE

STRONGLY 
AGREE

STRONGLY 
AGREE

1

2

3

END OF EVALUATION

deep
Typewritten Text

deep
Typewritten Text

deep
Typewritten Text

deep
Typewritten Text

deep
Typewritten Text
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Woodward Corridor Early 
Childhood Consortium
Coaching Program Report

Center Name

Date

Center Director Name

WCECC Coach Name

Topics Discussed

Purpose of This Meeting (please check one):

Goals

Next Steps for ECC Coach & Timeline

NEXT MEETING DATE

Next Steps for Center Director & Timeline

Next Steps for Staff & Timeline 

Additional Comments

Establishing the Goal Setting & Action Plan (see attached Goal Setting & Action Plan Form)

Goal 1
Actions taken since last meeting

Actions taken since last meeting

Actions taken since last meeting

(Refer to Goal Setting & Action Plan Form)

(if applicable)

Goal 2

Goal 3

Progress/Update on Goal Setting & Action Plan
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Consortium Brochure
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Appendix D

Parents Page PreviewHOME PAGE PREVIEW

Consortium Website Preview
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Teachers Page Previewdirectors Page Preview
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Community Partners Page Preview

Early Childhood 
Consortium 

Playbook
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